A student guide to online web peer assessment (WebPA)
Web Peer Assessment (WebPA) is an online tool which enables students in a group to peer review.
Group work is often criticised because each student receives the same team mark regardless of
individual performance. By using WebPA, peers assess each members of the group’s contribution to
their work and then each student receives an adjusted mark. If a student has worked hard, contributed
consistently throughout the group project and been committed to the group, then they will receive a
better mark than their peers who have not contributed to the same extent.
You will be provided with a link in the Hub which will take you to online area with the name of your
group. Then, for each group member you can rank their performance from 1 to 5 for each criterion, for
example, meeting deadlines, contributing quality resources. Once the tutor has given your group a
grade the marks that you have allocated for each criteria will affect the final mark that each member
receives.
An example:
Your tutor grades a group with 66%. Normally all the members of the group would receive 66%
regardless of how much they had contributed to the group’s work.
With online peer assessment, a percentage of the mark is based on the tutor’s grade and the
remainder on peer assessment. One student, Mary, who has worked hard and contributed to the
progress of the group may have her grade increased to 73% through peer marking (her peers
acknowledge her commitment by ranking her highly on all the criterion) but Sam who has not been so
committed may find that his grade is reduce to 59%. Tutors can check and moderate peer scores and
override if appropriate (see picture below)

A full worked example of the algorithm explaining how these grades are worked out is available at:
http://webpaproject.lboro.ac.uk/?q=node/125. This system has been widely used at Loughborough
University for over ten years and at Edinburgh, Cardiff and many other universities through out the UK.

How do I complete the peer assessment?
Go to the appropriate module in the Hub. Here you tutor will have created a link which will clearly state
peer assessment When you click the link, you should see the name of your group work (in this case
poster groupwork) and the dates when the assessment is open for you to complete. Click on Take
Assessment.
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You will then be presented with a new web page which shows you the criteria for rating your peers.
You can rate each of your peers and sometimes your tutor will ask you to rate yourself as well.

After you have rated your peers, and perhaps yourself, you may be asked to provide feedback. This is
very important and will help your tutor understand why you rated your peers. It is essential that you
provide as much information as possible. In most cases, the feedback will not be returned to your
peers but will only be viewed by your tutors. If your tutors do decide to return the feedback to your
peers, they would normally expect to inform you of this.

After completed the feedback, click on save Score(s). Please contact your tutor for further
information.
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